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Create an Extraordinary Relationship Now!

Dear Friend,

Welcome to The Ultimate Relationship Program! I want to congratulate you on your 
decision to step up and take your relationships to the next level. I really respect your 
decision to explore, evaluate, and discover more about yourself and your relationships and 
to challenge yourself to experience more in this, the most important part of life.

I have had the privilege of working with more than 50 million people from 80 different 
countries. This experience has taught me the patterns that people use to make their 
relationships truly extraordinary. Through this program, my wife, Sage, and I will help 
guide you through 7 Master Skills and 10 Disciplines of Love that you can use right now, 
in your relationships. These skills and disciplines will help you enhance any relationship 
in your life—with a distinct focus on the intimate relationships that have the potential to 
bring the ultimate experience of love into your life.

In addition, I have the incredible privilege of working with Cloé Madanes, a world-
renowned systemic thinker, teacher of psycho-therapy, and one of the originators of the 
strategic approach to family therapy. Cloé narrates the sessions included in this program. 
The narration explains how the skills, disciplines, and tools we introduce in this program 
relate to real-world situations, including how you can make them work in your 
own relationships.

This Action Book is designed to be your guide as you embark upon this 10-step journey 
to massively improve the quality of your personal relationships. You can go through 
this program at your own pace. Listen to the audio CDs and watch the DVDs—they will 
provide a greater in-depth understanding of the powerful interventions. 

Try all the exercises included in this Action Book. If you are in a relationship, it might be 
a great idea to get your partner involved in the journey. If you aren’t in a relationship, this 
program will help you identify the skills and the qualities that will enable you to make a 
successful selection, avoid common pitfalls, and develop the love of your life.

I know you will enjoy this program—the love and passion in the relationship I share with 
my wife is the most important and rewarding experience in my life. This program will help 
you to create new possibilities for yourself and your relationship. You will learn how to 
truly cultivate the relationship of a lifetime. Please, accept my invitation to join me in this 
journey. The rewards can be immediate, and experiencing the relationship of a lifetime will 
completely change your life. Let’s get started!

Live With Passion! 

Tony Robbins
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How to Use This Program
These films are an especially effective way to share this program with others, since they 
are fun to watch and discuss together. For your convenience, we’ve included a short 
“Sneak Preview” DVD, featuring theatrical trailers of the films. If you have only a few 
minutes free to watch, pop in this trailer DVD to get a good taste of these films. Please 
feel free to share this DVD with friends and family to give them a quick idea of what this 
program is all about.

As you listen to the audio program and watch the films, you will see repeatedly how
to apply the 7 Master Skills of Relationships and 10 Disciplines of Love to your 
relationship in order to create new levels of love and passion. When even one of the 
7 Master Skills of Relationships is lacking from a relationship, it can be the basis of 
upset, hurt, anger, frustration, and fear. When these skills are present, however, magic 
happens, and an exemplary relationship is created and sustained. Many relationships 
have great foundations but are brought lower because of a single “weak point”—a loss of 
passion, a point of chronic disagreement, or a problem with trust. The 7 Master Skills 
of Relationships will help you to identify and address the weak points, allowing for an 
almost instantaneous improvement.

Finally, while you will learn immensely from just listening to the audios and watching 
the films, it is crucial that you take action in your actual relationships. Each section 
covers the main points to remember about that day’s lesson and will give you helpful 
exercises to apply to your own life. 

Singles:

This program is not only about improving present relationships—it is about finding a 
vision for your ideal relationship; strengthening yourself in communication, feeling, 
and awareness; avoiding the typical relationship obstacles; and taking essential steps 
toward fulfillment. You don’t want to repeat mistakes from your past. Use the following 
exercises to understand your own past relationship patterns and to become the best 
person you can be so that you can attract a partner of the same high quality.

“Man’s mind once stretched by a new idea, never regains it’s original dimension.”

—Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Lovers for Life:

The Path of Lasting Passion

Highlights
The 3 Levels of Mastery

&
6 Positions of Relationships

Success Key
Before reading this chapter, be sure you have covered:

Lovers for Life: The Path of Lasting Passion
(featuring Tony & Sage Bonnie-Pearl Robbins)

Audio CD

“There isn’t any formula or method. You learn to love by loving.”
—Aldous Huxley
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Lovers for Life: The Path of Lasting Passion 
Relationships
There may be no other word in the English language that is so loaded with meaning, 
emotion, opinion, fear, heartbreak, or joy. Yet, in the human experience, there is also 
nothing more important. We can have amazing kids, a great job, a fit body, financial 
abundance, emotional strength, and spiritual resolve, and yet, without someone to 
share it all with, our lives have less meaning and substance. 

Experiencing great love allows you to revolutionize virtually every aspect of your life.

Creating the relationship that will transform your life may not just “happen”—but you 
do have the power to find, create, and develop the love of a lifetime. There are laws of 
love—skills to practice, hone, and apply—that will allow you to determine the amount 
of fulfillment you experience in your intimate relationships. There are 7 Master Skills 
of Relationships and 10 Disciplines of Love—and once you know them, practice them, 
and make them a part of your life, you will have created a base that can skyrocket your 
relationship to astonishing new levels.

Are You Ready to Get Started?
The first thing to know is that in order to create and experience an extraordinary, 
fulfilling relationship, you must first work on you. You have to overcome your fears, be 
more aware of who you are at your true core, and master the skills and disciplines that 
will transform your relationships—and your entire life. When you raise your standards 
and demand more from yourself, you will naturally call out the best in your partner 
as well. 
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The 3 Levels of Mastery
If you want to create substantial results in your life, mere knowledge is not enough. There 
are three levels you must go through in order to fully and completely master any new 
concept or idea.

Level One—Cognitive Understanding
You have an intellectual insight into what is working or not working in your life and what  
you must do to create the results that you want.

Level Two—Emotional Mastery
Now you feel the necessity of applying yourself  to make this change real. You also feel in your  
gut what will happen if you don’t succeed at making these important changes.

Level Three—Physical Mastery
Now you feel the necessity of applying yourself  to make this change real. You also feel in your  
gut what will happen if you don’t succeed at making these important changes.

You understand that your relationship suffers from a certain 
choice that you habitually make (e.g., when you put your work 
before your family). 

You feel this can’t go on—that something has to change, you 
become determined to make a change, and you do something 
specific to show that a change has been made.

However, it’s not until you commit and consistently repeat this 
new behavior, where it becomes a part of your body and your 
identity, that you see the massive shift in your relationship.

Example

Passionate Relationships Take  
Focus and Commitment!

Out of the mouths of babes 
How would you make a marriage work? 

“Tell your wife she looks pretty,  
even if she looks like a truck.”

           —Ricky, age 10     
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6 Positions of Relationships
Before you embark on any journey, it’s a good idea to know where you’re going. As we set 
off to create the ideal relationship, the first step is to understand where you are right now. 
In fact, everyone is in one of six positions in regard to relationships.

Position One: A magnificent relationship with love and passion.
This is what a relationship is all about: all of the fun, spontaneity, intimacy, excitement, passion, 
closeness, and devotion you can dream of. When you’re in position one, you never want it to end 
—you are in “the zone” in your relationship!

Position Two: A relationship with love but little or no passion.

You have a deep love for your partner, and your friends and family think you have a good, stable 
relationship. However, you no longer have the “juice,” fun, and excitement you want. You feel 
more like family members than lovers. You may have had passion in the past and are now just 
comfortable, or you may never have really had it at all. The good news is that it’s possible to move 
from Position Two to Position One in a few minutes or even seconds! This is an exciting place to  
be, as the rewards can be immediate.

Position Three: A relationship with love but little or no passion.

You and your partner live together, and you may be comfortable with each other, but there is little 
or no deep emotional involvement. There may even be friction, as neither of you feels very loved or 
wanted. You and/or your partner may have found ways to meet the majority of your needs outside 
of the relationship. If the majority of your attention, focus, and interest is on work, hobbies, family 
(other than your partner), friends, etc., you are probably in Position Three. What’s difficult about 
this position is that you may feel that your partner is a “good person”—not good enough to get 
excited about, but not bad enough to leave. However, this position demonstrates a relationship  
that is deteriorating, and it will only get worse with time, unless you take strides to turn it around.

The only difference between a love relationship  
and a friendship is intimacy.

KEY PRINCIPLE
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Position Four: You are planning your escape.

You are still with your partner, but you have been in Position Three for so long that now you’ve got 
your finger on the button. You don’t feel committed to making the relationship work, and you’re 
just waiting for the right conditions to leave. Maybe you’re waiting for the kids to go to college 
or for your financial situation to change. This position—where you aren’t demonstrating love, 
friendship, or romance but are instead procrastinating and even lying—can be very destructive 
for your emotional health or that of your children. You need to move up to Position One or Two, or 
you need to make a move out of this relationship. This program will help you decide what you need 
to do and will support you in whatever decision is right for you. However, go through all 10 steps 
of The Ultimate Relationship Program first, and complete all of the activities before you make your 
decision. Then, make a commitment and a plan and give yourself a deadline. The cost of living in 
Position Four long term is that you will never experience what life is truly about, you will suffer 
through a lifetime of stress, fear, and rationalization—and you will be a terrible example of what a 
relationship should be for your children, who are there witnessing and absorbing your behaviors. 
Don’t let your life slip away while you wait and delay.

Position Five: You are not in a relationship but want to be in one.

You have never been in a committed relationship, you’ve made your escape from a prior 
relationship, or your partner has left you. You may have been in this position for some time, 
worried that you might repeat the experiences of your prior relationship(s). This position presents 
a lot of pain for many people, but it is also a position of amazing opportunity. Use this program 
to clarify what kind of relationship you want and the things that you need to do to be able to get 
there. If you’re getting over the loss of a previous relationship, be careful that you don’t take on 
beliefs that will be destructive in future relationships. It’s tempting to make generalizations 
about the opposite sex or about the type of person you were with before. Instead, make a checklist 
about what you did or didn’t do in your last relationship. Work on yourself first! Clarify your 
priorities and take the steps in this program and you will be ready for a Position One 
relationship very quickly!
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Position Six: You are not in a relationship and don’t want to be in one.

This is a position of safety; it’s private, consistent, and you may feel that you are avoiding the 
potential hurt that sometimes is involved in relationships—or that you have experienced in your 
own. By staying in this place, however, you are missing out on one the greatest emotional  
experiences of life! Ask yourself: Do you really want to live and die alone? Do you really never want 
to be loved and worshipped by a lover whom you love and worship? Love is the prime motivation 
and the prime area of spiritual growth for human beings. It is tempting to rationalize and say that 
you don’t need an intimate relationship—but usually, that is just fear. If you’re in Position Six, you 
will benefit greatly from watching the examples included in this program—examples of how a 
relationship can be. Watch the films and see the turnaround in each of these varied relationships. 
If you really think you never want a relationship again, at least complete the 10-step program 
before making that decision. Give yourself at least 90 days to witness what is possible in a 
loving and passionate relationship, and then make up your mind. 

Why Have Relationships?

The purpose of relationships is to  
magnify human emotion  

and experience.


